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Monthly
Spring has finally spring and the first local events of the season are just around the corner. Sooo…..time to start
tuning, changing oil, prepping, cleaning and spiffing up our li’l beasties for a full MINI season of fun events.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
In all things done there lies at
least a modicum of self interest. This is
one of my jaded and somewhat cynical
mottos but unfortunately it has yet to be
found in error. From the most generous to
the most miserly every act benefits the
perpetrator at least in some small way.
What then is our selfish reason behind
having a collection of individuals pay dues,
meet on a regular basis and wear branded
apparel calling ourselves a club?
Well for some it may be as simple
as reaffirmation that our choice in purchase was sound and wise. Others may
derive benefit from socializing with likeminded folks or even a few that find safety
in numbers (herding instinct). Others
benefit from the transfer of knowledge or
being able to see how they look while driving their car of choice – tell me you haven’t looked at the mirrored glass of a bank
building to see yourself driving by. Personally I think I would claim a bit of all the
above; I enjoy meeting others that I share
something in common, I glean knowledge
from others that have been there and
done that, I like to feel that I made a wise
decision when I purchased my MINI and
seeing others in the same car reinforces
that, during rides I look at other MINIs to
see how I must look to others on the road
and frankly there is safety in numbers.
I was sitting at a stop light in
Lakewood the other Saturday when some
big Ford pick-up pulled along side. The day
was warm so of course I had my top down
which allowed me to hear the Ford driver
start in on a tirade about imports and the
F’n British. His wife was begging him to
stop but he went on about American muscle and not needing foreign crap driving
American streets. Since discretion is the

better part of valor, I sat, smiled and bit
my tongue; besides I was alone. At the
very instant when his wife’s pleading was
the loudest and his abuse was at its fevered-pitch, a nice BRG/W MCS with black
stripes pulled in behind me. I don’t think it
was a member’s car, but all of a sudden it
was two against one and the Ford redneck
paused, the light turned green and my
new best friend and I zipped on to C-470
as only MINIs can do. I’m sure the pick-up
driver ranted on about how F’n British cars
were breaking American speed limits and
driving like loons – but he was still back at
the light so who cares.
So for me at least, part of my
reason for belonging to a club is knowing
that if I need a hand installing brakes, a
piece of advice on wheel selection or even
some back-up at a stop light I have a pool
of fellow club members I can draw from.
Moreover I think that as a MINI driver we
are looked at favorably, friendly (unless
you are a xenophobic Ford driver) and
with some amusement. I’m good with
that. Besides while driving with a dozen
other MINIs on the back roads of Colorado, I know exactly how I must look to
those we pass by – smiling and waving of
course.
The club in general benefits from
members not only in dues which go towards events, sponsorships and swag, but
also by creating brand-awareness which in
turn generates more members. It is not
enough to form a club and then just expect things to work out. There are efforts
required to keep and grow membership,
to act as an ear to the larger MINI community across the nation and to give back to
the members at least enough to earn the
dues and loyalty of those that have joined.
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It is my intention to have every member feel as though they are getting
more from the club then what they
are required to put in, to feel that
they are a member because of their
own self-interest in wanting the
chance to participate with others that
share a common bond while driving a
F’n British automobile. So let us know
what we are doing well and not so
well and what you would like from
your club to earn your dues each and
every year.
Chuck Maybee
President, MINI5280
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OVER 400 MINIS VACATION IN VEGAS
By Rick Gonzales

About a dozen or so Colorado MINIs made the 700+ mile journey to
participate in A MINI Vacation In Vegas (AMVIV) – the fifth annual.
Arriving at different times during the week, the small groups became part of larger groups enjoying a variety of rides just minutes
from “The Strip” to all-day rides to such places as Death Valley and
historic Oatman. “Agro” of Sin City MINI Club and his band of orange-shirted volunteers put on a well-organized event (the fifth),
drawing 572 vacationers from as far away as Toronto (Canada).
The top couple of levels of the Palace Station Casino and Hotel
parking garage housed a huge variety of MINIs and many large and
small MINI-specific vendors, showing and selling their wares. A stroll through the sunny top level confirmed
that all owners have found a way, large or small, to make their MINI unique. It was fun to see what made one
MINI different from the next. With drivers and passengers participating in runs (drives) throughout the fourday event, the ever-changing stable of MINIs was a different sight each time. It also increased the chance
you’d encounter a old or new friend doing the same thing, even late at night! The famous “Strip” (Las Vegas
Blvd) was within sight of the parking lot, adding to the feel of the event.
Prizes provided by generous MINI (and other) vendors were
awarded at the conclusion of most AMVIV rides and at the
banquet. The rides, enjoyed by most, had such names as: Get
Your Kicks on Route 66, North Shore Drive, Cheat Death Valey,
Red Rock Run, Aces High Poker Run, Motor Up The Mountain,
and of course A MINI Trip to the Strip. Also, folks had the opportunity to drive the track at Spring Mountain Motorsports
Ranch with Phil Wicks
Driving Academy with
spectators enjoying
lunch on MINI USA and
Sin City MINI Club.
Of course, this being ‘Vegas, Elvis was (or Elvises were) everywhere!
On the Poker Run, one Elvis was dealing playing cards to MINI drivers
at one of the stops. The Saturday evening banquet dinner was
followed by an Elvis belting out
some of his most popular tunes. An Elvis or two were spotted during the
Friday night “Strip” ride – Elvis is everywhere!
With the variety of rides, local sights, The Strip and all that makes
‘Vegas, well ‘Vegas, the fifth AMVIV was an excellent way to start the
motoring season.
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56TH ANNUAL RALLYE GLENWOOD SPRINGS, JUNE 6-8, 2008
By Steve Hart, Publicity Chairman
The 56th Annual Rallye Glenwood Springs, the oldest
continuously held rally in the United States, will occur
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, June 6, 7, & 8, 2008.
Since its inception, the MG Car Club Rocky Mountain
Centre has sponsored the event, which began when a
hardy group of sports car enthusiasts discovered the
joys of top-down motoring in Colorado when MG’s still
had lift-off tops and running boards!
The Rocky Mountains of central Colorado, with some
of the most breathtaking scenery in America, form the
backdrop for the Rallye Glenwood Springs. Through
fifty-five previous years, vintage and classic cars from
as far away as California and
Illinois have shared the
twisting mountain roads with
their newer counterparts for
the fun and octane-related
festivities.
The weekend is a marvelous
opportunity for car enthusiasts of every marque—
British, American, German,
Italian, Japanese, French,
Swedish—to join together
for sunny days, cool nights,
and unique events. The fun
begins on Friday with a scenic Road Tour from the Denver suburb of Arvada to
Glenwood Springs. Saturday’s main event is the Rallye Glenwood Springs—a
time-speed-distance rally to
challenge both the novice
and the experienced rallyist—winding through the
canyons and over the mountain passes surrounding
Glenwood Springs. The
weekend culminates with the Banquet on Saturday
night and the Car Show, Funkhana, and awards presentation on Sunday.
For those who want to turn the trip to Glenwood
Springs into a weeklong vacation, you can emulate
Presidents Teddy Roosevelt and William Howard Taft
in taking high tea in the historic Hotel Colorado and

fishing the trout-laden Roaring Fork or Frying Pan
Rivers. Maybe you could add something the presidents never experienced—a thrilling gondola ride
up the mountain to spend a few hours climbing
through Glenwood Caverns. A more active week
might include a wild raft or kayak trip on the Colorado River that runs right through town, a strenuous hike to Hanging Lake at the top of spectacular
Glenwood Canyon, or a mountain bike trip along
the Crystal River, with a relaxing swim at the huge
hot springs pool and spa each evening. Also nearby
are both ends of the spectrum for mining town explorers—celebrity-filled Aspen in one direction and
artisan-filled, former coal and quarry towns Redstone and Marble—
where the marble for the
Jefferson Memorial and
Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier originated—in the
other.
Additional information
and registration forms
are available on the MG
Car Club, Rocky Mountain Centre website,
http://mgcc.org/. You
can also contact Glenwood Chairman George
Smith at 303-973-6157,
E - m a i l :
cgmsmith@comcast.net,
or Publicity Chairman
Steve Hart at 303-9852763,
E - m a i l :
stephen_hart45@msn.com.

The mailing address for
registration forms is:
Dick Fuller, 6036 Crawford Gulch Road, Golden,
CO 80403.
Dolores Tucker’s Art Deco 2008 logo features an elegant 1938
MG SA 2-liter saloon in front of the Glenwood Springs railroad
depot, while the photo was taken at the 1953 Rallye Glenwood
Springs.)
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DETAILERS PARADISE WORKSHOP
By Rich and Teena Craighill

Having owned two convertibles ('98 Eclipse Spyder & '07 MINI) we had never really learned
how to take care of the convertible tops. So
when the chance to learn at Detailers Paradise
arose, we quickly volunteered our RUDEBOX….we knew we would have to pay attention!
We had to make sure the top was clean and thoroughly dry. Volunteers removed any extra debris,
fuzzies, etc. Normally we'd use a small roller brush
but were introduced to super-large "sticky sheets."
Two sheets did the job to remove any extra stuff
stuck to the top. Next we had to remove any stains
(grease, dirt, etc). We used a 303 brand convertible
top cleaner, sprayed on each spot and wiped away
with a microfiber cloth. Once all spots were removed & dried, another 303 brand protectant was
used to water seal the top. We tried two different
methods…poured into a bowl and applied with a
foam applicator (great for getting close to edges &
seams without overspray) and using it straight from
the spray bottle, which obviously was a lot quicker
for covering the larger areas. Once complete coverage was achieved, RUDEBOX was quickly moved out
to the sun to thoroughly dry.
The whole process actually turned out to be
very simple and less time consuming than we
ever thought. Can't wait for the next rain storm
to see what a good job our fellow MINI5280
members did!

MINI MANIACS AND THE PEOPLE WHO LOVE THEM
A MINI experience at Detailers Paradise – by Vicki Ethier

Detailers Paradise. The name says it all! I smiled as I pulled
in the parking lot and saw all the other MINI’s and my anticipation grew. I got out of my car and greeted everyone
and got to peek into a new ’08 before stepping inside the
store. After greeting the folks outside I walked into the
store and got my first look at Paradise. Detailers Paradise
that is. The first thing I saw was a beautiful old car!. It had
a sign that said “do not touch” and it took everything that I
had to not stroke this beautiful car. Next was a meet and
greet where Heather ran through housekeeping items before taking us back to get some hands-on with the cars.
We headed towards the bay and the first thing to greet us
was lemonade, homemade cookies and RUDEBOX, a smiling, happy little Chili Pepper Red Cabrio. Before we could
put our hands on RUDEBOX Heather ran though a dazzling
list of products that clean and protect soft tops. Finally, a
product was picked and we picked up brushes and microfiber towels (for any spills) and began to “paint” the roof.
Everyone got a chance to pick up a brush and learn the
proper way to clean and protect the roof. Many hands
made short work and before we knew it RUDEBOX’s roof
was covered in product. We could hear him purring as he
edged out of the bay and his roof was exposed to the
warm, Colorado sunshine.
Next on our list of things to do was an interior! My Mellow
Yellow MINI, Bean was tapped on the shoulder and invited
to pull into the bay. We learned how to care for leather,
vinyl, rubber, plastic and glass. First thing on the list of
things to do was to clean and condition Bean’s punch
leather seats. We got to test three different products and
we were amazed to see the differences in color (shiny vs
matte) and the different, wonderful leather type smells.
Then we focused on cleaning the dash and doors and the
rest of the interior of the car. Before we knew it Bean was
as clean and shiny as the day I picked him up!
Our three hours flew by. We picked up so many car care
tips and tricks that my head was swimming with information. Afterward Heather took the time to answer any other
questions that we had. We talked about things like water
spots, paint care and clay. Finally the real fun began! We
were turned loose in the store where we shopped to our
hearts delight!
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W I D E W O U N D WA L D E N A P R I L 1 2 , 2 0 0 8
By Chuck Maybee

“You people and your stupid little cars” or so said
the people leaving a restaurant in Loveland. There were
about 13 of us that stopped for a quick cup of coffee, parking our 10 MINIs neatly in a row wedged between SUVs.
We huddled a bit and took the obligatory photos then invaded the fast food joint. It was 8:30 AM and to be hit with
such a barrage of negative vibes so early in the morning
was a little disconcerting. And what harm were we causing? We weren’t rowdy, didn’t take up a lot of space and
were certainly a friendly bunch. Why did someone feel the
need to comment so? I had the next 250 miles to ponder
on that question.
This was the Wide Wound Walden ride.
Up though Loveland, Masonville, Stove
Prairie Road, Highway 14 though the
Poudre Canyon up and over a slightly
icy Cameron Pass and then in to Walden. After a well-earned lunch and respite, back along Highway 125 to
Grandby, then Fraser and Winter Park
and up Berthoud Pass to I-70 and
home. A nice, pleasant outing for a Saturday in April highlighting the very finest that Colorado has to offer in the way of scenery and
mountain roads. Total mileage was about 300 from get up
to sit down and costs were but a tank of gas, two coffees
and lunch – probably $50 total. For that small price we got
to spend time not only with friends and fellow enthusiasts
but also enjoy our small cars on roads specifically made to
challenge our hardware and abilities.
In Walden we met two new MINI owners who
heard of our ride and decided to join us from Cheyenne
just for the day. Lunch
was served at the
Moose Creek Café and
they were happy to see
us, treated us warmly
and fed us well as we
explained our purpose
of the day. To other patrons we had conversations encompassing the history of
the MINI, why we were in Walden, our enthusiasm for the
car, how good the fuel economy was and why was Walden
considered the Moose viewing capital of the world. Back
behind the wheel we headed for Denver. A small, isolated

town in the heart of North Park, Walden for sure had
never seen such a site and threw us a collective wave as
we headed south.
Gas in Granby, motor though Tabernash, Fraser
and Winter Park then up the steep and winding Berthoud Pass. I always love driving over Berthoud ever
since the time a Porsche 911 and I had a spirited climb a
couple of summers ago. I could tell you that I smoked
him but that would be far
from the truth (did I mention he was driving a Porsche?), what I did do was
out handle him in the
corners and watch his
dust in the straights. We
both waved at the top
and made our way down. So I like Berthoud and this
time was no different. Once we hit I-70 it was every
MINI for themselves as the Denver skyline became visible. Break-up was less than coordinated but we were
ready to get home so we did. Final tally was 337 miles
in 8 hours.
“Stupid little car” it may
be, but it is about more
than a car. I look at the
MINI as an enabler; it
has enabled us to join
together for shared experiences, mutual attraction and common
touch-points in the daily
grind. The MINI offers
us a distraction from
the mundane and injects a little flavor in to a vanilla
world that tries to conform us all to a similar mold. We
dare to be different, to enjoy and to have fun. We pamper, modify and cherish our “stupid little cars” more so
than the collective and I personally could not care less
about some comment by a passerby trying to be negative about such a positive. In fact it makes me smile because I know something they don’t.
Photos from:: Don Suiter, Rick Gonzales, Jonathan Souza
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1. For no reason whatsoever, your car would crash
… twice a day.
2. Every time they repainted the lines in the road,
you would have to buy a new car.
3. Occasionally your car would die on the freeway
for no reason. You would have to pull to the side
of the road, close all of the windows, shut off the
car, restart it, and reopen the windows before
you could continue. For some reason you would
simply accept this.
4. Occasionally, executing a maneuver such as a left
turn would cause your car to shut down and refuse to restart, in which case you would have to
reinstall the engine.

An overview of the 337 mile route

A LITTLE CAR HUMOR….
. By Jonathan Souza
At a recent computer expo, Bill Gates reportedly
compared the computer industry with the auto industry and stated: “If GM had kept up with technology like the computer industry has, we would all be
driving $25.00 cars that got 1,000 miles to the gallon.”.

5. Macintosh would make a car that was powered
by the sun, was reliable, five times as fast and
twice as easy to drive - but would run on only 5%
of the roads.
6. The oil, water temperature, and alternator lights
would all be replaced by a single “This car has
performed an Illegal Operation and must shut
down” warning.
7. The airbag system would ask “Are you sure?” before deploying.
8. Occasionally, for no reason whatsoever, your car
would lock you out and refuse to let you in until
you simultaneously lifted the door handle, turned
the key and grabbed hold of the radio antenna.
9. Every time a new car was introduced car buyers
would have to learn how to drive all over again
because none of the controls would operate in
the same manner as the old car.
10.You'd have to press the “Start” button to turn
the engine off.

In response to Bill's comments, General Motors issued a press release:
If GM had developed technology the way Microsoft
has, we would all be driving cars with the following
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M Y D AY S O N A N D T O A N D F R O M T H E D R A G O N
By Jonathan Souza
1,400 miles, one way, from Centennial, CO to Fontana Village, NC.
That one little fact escaped me at
the time, and I have ignored it ever
since. Each of the last 4 springs, I
have ignored it.
4 years ago at this time I headed off
to Fontana Village, NC just near the
southwest edge of the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park on the Tennessee / North Carolina border. I
had been drawn by a hyper-active
Forum and hundreds of threads in
the NorthAmericanMotoring website.
There I read about something called
the “Tail of the Dragon” which is
variously described as ‘ America’s
number one motorcycle and sports
car road.’ Officially, US129 that
straddles the NC / TN border. With
a reputed 318 curves in just over 11
miles, the Dragon is certainly a draw
to sports bike and sports car enthusiasts around the world. Further, the
Cherohala Skyway nearby is 60 miles
of curves and scenic mountain highway, straddling the TN / NC state
line. Down the way, the Hellbender
28 is to some a very close second….9 more miles of curvy, twisty,
hilly blacktop. The lure was intense.
And the road has history. Filmed
there were 1993’s The Fugitive with
Harrison Ford, Two-Lane Blacktop in
1971, and Thunder Road in 1958
with Robert Mitchum. Of course,
Fontana Dam nearby was the site of
Harrison Ford’s famous escape
jump….
The first year I went alone. I did
meet some friends ‘online’ whom I
met up with in Kansas City and in St
Louis along the way. And I have
been with them at the Dragon each
year since. The second year I was
not alone, with Jim Petersen and Jim
Daniels of MINI5280 along, and
meeting up with the KC and StL folks
again. That year I had rented a

cabin for the occasion, and I invited
the folks from MotoringFile (Gabe
and the crew from Chicago) to stay
with us, as they did. They just
brought a big party with them. Last
year in 2007 I
was accompanied from Colorado by my good
friend Rick Gonzales, then President of
MINI5280. Along
with him came
Whitlow and Eleanor Wong, Mike
Gleason and his son Brian, and of
course Jim Peterson from Nebraska,
the Colonel of C.O.R.N. There may
have been others, I sort of forget.
This year? I will meet up with Jim
again, this time in KC on Monday of
Dragon Week. Matt (RockyMC40)
will meet us there, and head down.
Along the way, we will pick up Mike
and Brian again, and some folks
from KC and StL will also meet us
up along the way. Never a bad time
for good friends.
What do you do at the Dragon?
That is easy, eat, sleep and motor,
but not necessarily in that order.
The whole point is to discover the
amazing roads and destinations that
offer themselves up in that part of
the country. Among them:
The Smokies and Hwy441 thru
the park

on a parts run to Greenville, SC and
the nearest MINI dealer….as Mike
needed some hardware.
This year is the 6th Annual MOTD
MINIs on the Dragon. They expect
something over 500 MINIs and 700
persons. Of course, the resort
www.FontanaVillage.com is not big
enough for them all, so they tend to
take over every motel, B&B and hostel in the nearby counties. The event
is big, with MINIUSA and dozens of
vendors including our own Detailers
Paradise in attendance. There are
dinners, breakfasts, brewswaps, and
many other events. But mostly, eating, sleeping and motoring.

I’ll post and send pictures when I get
back. The event is well documented
in NAM. Check it out at

The Cherohala Skyway

www.dragontales.smugmug.com
(pictures of prior years are there)
and at

Foothills Parkway

www.NorthAmericanMotoring.com

Blue Ridge Parkway

www.TailoftheDragon.com

Skyline Drive
Joyce Kilmer National Forest

www.MINIsontheDragon.info

Tuckaleechee Caverns

www.FontanaVillage.com

Biltmore Estates in Asheville

www.DealsGap.com

Gatlinburg, TN
And more. Last year, we ended up

See you there.
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N OT I C E O F U P C O M I N G E V E N T S
Tweat Me To Some Twisties
May 17th, 2008
Denver Rendezvous: 7:30 AM Starbucks (Point “A” on the map)
Springs Rendezvous: 9:00 AM Starbucks (Point “B” on the map)
A fun, mountainous adventure though old Colorado mining towns.
Can you dig it?

Lunch at Zoka’s Restaurant & Bar, Pine, CO
Point “F” on the map. This is a dog friendly
Event.
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M I N I 5 2 8 0 M O N T H LY M E E T I N G T U E S D AY M AY 1 3 , 2 0 0 8

NEXT CLUB MEETING
7:00 PM TUESDAY, MAY 13, 2008
SONIC Drive In
7561 Shaffer Parkway
Littleton, CO 80127
(303) 972-1857
Meeting starts at 7:00 PM with a few brief discussion items and then will
adjourn in favor or a little motoring opportunity at about 7:30 PM.

Somebody will need to put together a route for about an hour’s worth of
driving. Show up a little early for food and drinks.

Items to discuss:
•

Tweat Me To Some Twisties—May 17

•

Haunted MINI Ride—????

•

Mt. Evans Opening run—May 23

•

Cars & Coffee in Lafayette—June 7

•

Western Slope run—June 13—15
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and
organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on
NAM. Make sure to check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!
April 30—May 5

MINIs on the Dragon VI; Deals Gap, NC

May 6

MOTR Monthly Meeting

May 13

MINI5280 Monthly Meeting

May 17

Tweat Me to Some Twisties (So. Colorado Run)

May 27

Mt. Evans Fun run—Opening Day, summit of Mt. Evans, weather permitting

June 13-15

MINI Takes the States, Miami, FL

June 13-15

Run to the Western Slope, Durango

June 20-22

MINI Takes the States, Boston, MA

July 25-27

MINI Takes the States, Chicago, IL

August 1-3

MINI Takes the States, Los Angeles, CA

August 6—10

MINIs in the Mountains 3, Copper Mountain

September 5-7

Magical MINI Mystery Tour, San Francisco

September 20-21 Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, Colorado

MINI5280 Monthly Staff:
Ingrid Fleming
Chief Editor
Chuck Maybee
Co-Editor and Contributor
Rick Gonzales
Contributor
Jonathan Souza
Contributor
Steve Hart
Contributor
Rich and Teena Craighill
Contributor
Vickie Ethier
Contributor
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